OBSTACLE CLEARANCE

When a direct route is given, air traffic control (ATC) is responsible for obstacle clearance. Provided that the altitude is at or above the minimum instrument flight rules (IFR) altitude for the controlled airspace where the pilot intends to operate, ATC may use “direct” in a route clearance. ATC may clear aircraft that are traversing airways or air routes below the minimum en route altitude (MEA), but not below the applicable minimum IFR altitude.

Within air traffic service (ATS) surveillance coverage, it is common for controllers to issue the minimum vectoring altitude (MVA) when issuing direct routes. An MVA can be lower than a published minimum IFR altitude (minimum sector altitude [MSA], minimum obstacle clearance altitude [MOCA], MEA, or area minimum altitude [AMA]).

Conclusion

All ATC assigned altitudes provide obstacle clearance.
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